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"Bobby Clampett is one of the most knowledgeable golfing minds in the game."—Tom Lehman,
1996 British Open Champion, 2006 U.S. Ryder Cup team captainImpact has long been called
golf's "moment of truth," and great golfers have spent countless hours working on their swings
trying to upgrade their impact dynamics as the golf club approaches, contacts, then swings
through the ball. For the first time, with The Impact Zone, golfers will have a book that focuses
their attention on the very same region of the swing on which professional golfers have always
concentrated.The Impact Zone is a unique instructional guide in that everything in it either
focuses on or applies to improving a golfer's understanding and execution of impact. Here,
acclaimed professional golfer Bobby Clampett concludes that the overwhelming bias and
convention of today's contemporary teaching environment is to value swing styles over swing
dynamics, and in so doing, the overwhelming majority of golf teachers miss the boat in terms of
teaching the game effectively. Ultimately this emphasis on swing style comes at the expense of
helping golfers to develop sound swing dynamics, which are the real keys to consistent ball
striking and better golf.With the help of CBS's Swing Vision high-speed camera—using images
from many of the game's greatest contemporary players (including Tiger Woods, Phil Mickelson,
John Daly, Vijay Singh, Sergio Garcia, and more)—The Impact Zone takes an unprecedented
look at the most important six inches in golf, those that immediately precede, contain, and follow
impact. To further demonstrate these principles, Clampett presents photos and drills that convey
the five essential dynamics golfers need to produce and reproduce solid impactThroughout
these instructional pages, Bobby Clampett—teamed with veteran golf writer Andy Brumer—
relays his own personal story of straying from swing dynamics and how he found his way back.
He recalls memorable stories from the Tour, blending innovative instruction with his colorful,
engaging anecdotes.Clampett and Brumer create an essential instructional guide with clear,
concise advice—on creating great swing dynamics through the impact zone—the universally
acknowledged key to more consistent and better golf.

“I had played many times against Bobby on the PGA Tour and was always impressed with his in-
depth approach to the golf swing. But after working with him at CBS for several years, I have
come to understand why. The Impact Zone will reveal to the golf world Bobby's unique insight as
to why so many different ‘styled' golf swings work. God knows my swing isn't one the named
teachers are having their students copy, but it was good enough to win twenty-one PGA Tour
events and the '77 PGA Championship. It's about time someone finally put in print to refute the
myths about ‘style of swing' and get down to the meat of the matter--impact! It's no surprise to
me that Bobby was the one to get it done right!” ―Lanny Wadkins, lead golf analyst for CBS
Sports“It's great for all golfers that someone has finally structured an instruction book around



dynamic impact. Nor does it surprise me that Bobby Clampett is the one to have done it. He is as
good a student of the game as I've ever known. What's more, he was a great player in his day,
and his journey as he struggled with his swing, as well as his experience as a commentator and
observer of the contemporary game, qualifies him more than most as a teacher to whom all
interested in improving their golf games should listen. I know I will. His unique perspective will
undoubtedly have a profound impact on the golf world for years to come.” ―Johnny Miller, lead
golf analyst for NBC Sports and author of I Call the Shots“Back when we were both in college,
Bobby was a boy genius in golf. For fifteen years as his colleague at CBS, I have continued to be
amazed by his comprehensive knowledge of the golf swing. He remains as erudite about the
technical nuances of the game as anyone on the planet, and I am thrilled he is now sharing his
expertise with the rest of the world!” ―Jim Nantz, CBS Sports golf anchor“Bobby Clampett is a
true and loyal friend as well as one of the most knowledgeable golfing minds in the game. He
has always known that the strike is what matters most. What the swing looks like is really of no
concern; the quality of the impact between club and ball is the heart of the matter.” ―Tom
Lehman, 1996 British Open Champion and 2006 U.S. Ryder Cup team captain--This text refers
to the paperback edition.From the Inside Flap"Bobby Clampett is one of the most
knowledgeable golfing minds in the game."—Tom Lehman, 1996 British Open Champion, 2006
U.S. Ryder Cup team captainImpact has long been called golf's "moment of truth," and great
golfers have spent countless hours working on their swings trying to upgrade their impact
dynamics as the golf club approaches, contacts, then swings through the ball. For the first time,
with The Impact Zone, golfers will have a book that focuses their attention on the very same
region of the swing on which professional golfers have always concentrated.The Impact Zone is
a unique instructional guide in that everything in it either focuses on or applies to improving a
golfer's understanding and execution of impact. Here, acclaimed professional golfer Bobby
Clampett concludes that the overwhelming bias and convention of today's contemporary
teaching environment is to value swing styles over swing dynamics, and in so doing, the
overwhelming majority of golf teachers miss the boat in terms of teaching the game effectively.
Ultimately this emphasis on swing style comes at the expense of helping golfers to develop
sound swing dynamics, which are the real keys to consistent ball striking and better golf.With the
help of CBS's Swing Vision high-speed camera—using images from many of the game's
greatest contemporary players (including Tiger Woods, Phil Mickelson, John Daly, Vijay Singh,
Sergio Garcia, and more)—The Impact Zone takes an unprecedented look at the most important
six inches in golf, those that immediately precede, contain, and follow impact. To further
demonstrate these principles, Clampett presents photos and drills that convey the five essential
dynamics golfers need to produce and reproduce solid impactThroughout these instructional
pages, Bobby Clampett—teamed with veteran golf writer Andy Brumer—relays his own personal
story of straying from swing dynamics and how he found his way back. He recalls memorable
stories from the Tour, blending innovative instruction with his colorful, engaging
anecdotes.Clampett and Brumer create an essential instructional guide with clear, concise



advice—on creating great swing dynamics through the impact zone—the universally
acknowledged key to more consistent and better golf.Advance Praise for The Impact Zone"I had
played many times against Bobby on the PGA Tour and was always impressed with his in-depth
approach to the golf swing. But after working with him at CBS for several years, I have come to
understand why. The Impact Zone will reveal to the golf world Bobby's unique insight as to why
so many different ‘styled' golf swings work. God knows my swing isn't one the named teachers
are having their students copy, but it was good enough to win twenty-one PGA Tour events and
the '77 PGA Championship. It's about time someone finally put in print to refute the myths about
‘style of swing' and get down to the meat of the matter—impact! It's no surprise to me that Bobby
was the one to get it done right!"—Lanny Wadkins, lead golf analyst for CBS Sports"It's great for
all golfers that someone has finally structured an instruction book around dynamic impact. Nor
does it surprise me that Bobby Clampett is the one to have done it. He is as good a student of
the game as I've ever known. What's more, he was a great player in his day, and his journey as
he struggled with his swing, as well as his experience as a commentator and observer of the
contemporary game, qualifies him more than most as a teacher to whom all interested in
improving their golf games should listen. I know I will. His unique perspective will undoubtedly
have a profound impact on the golf world for years to come."—Johnny Miller, lead golf analyst for
NBC Sports and author of I Call the Shots"Back when we were both in college, Bobby was a boy
genius in golf. For fifteen years as his colleague at CBS, I have continued to be amazed by his
comprehensive knowledge of the golf swing. He remains as erudite about the technical nuances
of the game as anyone on the planet, and I am thrilled he is now sharing his expertise with the
rest of the world!"—Jim Nantz, CBS Sports golf anchor"Bobby Clampett is a true and loyal friend
as well as one of the most knowledgeable golfing minds in the game. He has always known that
the strike is what matters most. What the swing looks like is really of no concern; the quality of
the impact between club and ball is the heart of the matter."—Tom Lehman, 1996 British Open
Champion and 2006 U.S. Ryder Cup team captain|"Bobby Clampett is one of the most
knowledgeable golfing minds in the game."—Tom Lehman, 1996 British Open Champion, 2006
U.S. Ryder Cup team captainImpact has long been called golf's "moment of truth," and great
golfers have spent countless hours working on their swings trying to upgrade their impact
dynamics as the golf club approaches, contacts, then swings through the ball. For the first time,
with The Impact Zone, golfers will have a book that focuses their attention on the very same
region of the swing on which professional golfers have always concentrated.The Impact Zone is
a unique instructional guide in that everything in it either focuses on or applies to improving a
golfer's understanding and execution of impact. Here, acclaimed professional golfer Bobby
Clampett concludes that the overwhelming bias and convention of today's contemporary
teaching environment is to value swing styles over swing dynamics, and in so doing, the
overwhelming majority of golf teachers miss the boat in terms of teaching the game effectively.
Ultimately this emphasis on swing style comes at the expense of helping golfers to develop
sound swing dynamics, which are the real keys to consistent ball striking and better golf.With the



help of CBS's Swing Vision high-speed camera—using images from many of the game's
greatest contemporary players (including Tiger Woods, Phil Mickelson, John Daly, Vijay Singh,
Sergio Garcia, and more)—The Impact Zone takes an unprecedented look at the most important
six inches in golf, those that immediately precede, contain, and follow impact. To further
demonstrate these principles, Clampett presents photos and drills that convey the five essential
dynamics golfers need to produce and reproduce solid impactThroughout these instructional
pages, Bobby Clampett—teamed with veteran golf writer Andy Brumer—relays his own personal
story of straying from swing dynamics and how he found his way back. He recalls memorable
stories from the Tour, blending innovative instruction with his colorful, engaging
anecdotes.Clampett and Brumer create an essential instructional guide with clear, concise
advice—on creating great swing dynamics through the impact zone—the universally
acknowledged key to more consistent and better golf.Advance Praise for The Impact Zone"I had
played many times against Bobby on the PGA Tour and was always impressed with his in-depth
approach to the golf swing. But after working with him at CBS for several years, I have come to
understand why. The Impact Zone will reveal to the golf world Bobby's unique insight as to why
so many different ‘styled' golf swings work. God knows my swing isn't one the named teachers
are having their students copy, but it was good enough to win twenty-one PGA Tour events and
the '77 PGA Championship. It's about time someone finally put in print to refute the myths about
‘style of swing' and get down to the meat of the matter—impact! It's no surprise to me that Bobby
was the one to get it done right!"—Lanny Wadkins, lead golf analyst for CBS Sports"It's great for
all golfers that someone has finally structured an instruction book around dynamic impact. Nor
does it surprise me that Bobby Clampett is the one to have done it. He is as good a student of
the game as I've ever known. What's more, he was a great player in his day, and his journey as
he struggled with his swing, as well as his experience as a commentator and observer of the
contemporary game, qualifies him more than most as a teacher to whom all interested in
improving their golf games should listen. I know I will. His unique perspective will undoubtedly
have a profound impact on the golf world for years to come."—Johnny Miller, lead golf analyst for
NBC Sports and author of I Call the Shots"Back when we were both in college, Bobby was a boy
genius in golf. For fifteen years as his colleague at CBS, I have continued to be amazed by his
comprehensive knowledge of the golf swing. He remains as erudite about the technical nuances
of the game as anyone on the planet, and I am thrilled he is now sharing his expertise with the
rest of the world!"—Jim Nantz, CBS Sports golf anchor"Bobby Clampett is a true and loyal friend
as well as one of the most knowledgeable golfing minds in the game. He has always known that
the strike is what matters most. What the swing looks like is really of no concern; the quality of
the impact between club and ball is the heart of the matter."—Tom Lehman, 1996 British Open
Champion and 2006 U.S. Ryder Cup team captain--This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.From the Back Cover"Bobby Clampett is one of the most
knowledgeable golfing minds in the game."―Tom Lehman, 1996 British Open Champion, 2006
U.S. Ryder Cup team captainImpact has long been called golf's "moment of truth," and great



golfers have spent countless hours working on their swings trying to upgrade their impact
dynamics as the golf club approaches, contacts, then swings through the ball. For the first time,
with The Impact Zone, golfers will have a book that focuses their attention on the very same
region of the swing on which professional golfers have always concentrated.The Impact Zone is
a unique instructional guide in that everything in it either focuses on or applies to improving a
golfer's understanding and execution of impact. Here, acclaimed professional golfer Bobby
Clampett concludes that the overwhelming bias and convention of today's contemporary
teaching environment is to value swing styles over swing dynamics, and in so doing, the
overwhelming majority of golf teachers miss the boat in terms of teaching the game effectively.
Ultimately this emphasis on swing style comes at the expense of helping golfers to develop
sound swing dynamics, which are the real keys to consistent ball striking and better golf.With the
help of CBS's Swing Vision high-speed camera―using images from many of the game's
greatest contemporary players (including Tiger Woods, Phil Mickelson, John Daly, Vijay Singh,
Sergio Garcia, and more)―The Impact Zone takes an unprecedented look at the most important
six inches in golf, those that immediately precede, contain, and follow impact. To further
demonstrate these principles, Clampett presents photos and drills that convey the five essential
dynamics golfers need to produce and reproduce solid impactThroughout these instructional
pages, Bobby Clampett―teamed with veteran golf writer Andy Brumer―relays his own personal
story of straying from swing dynamics and how he found his way back. He recalls memorable
stories from the Tour, blending innovative instruction with his colorful, engaging
anecdotes.Clampett and Brumer create an essential instructional guide with clear, concise
advice―on creating great swing dynamics through the impact zone―the universally
acknowledged key to more consistent and better golf.Advance Praise for The Impact Zone"I had
played many times against Bobby on the PGA Tour and was always impressed with his in-depth
approach to the golf swing. But after working with him at CBS for several years, I have come to
understand why. The Impact Zone will reveal to the golf world Bobby's unique insight as to why
so many different ‘styled' golf swings work. God knows my swing isn't one the named teachers
are having their students copy, but it was good enough to win twenty-one PGA Tour events and
the '77 PGA Championship. It's about time someone finally put in print to refute the myths about
‘style of swing' and get down to the meat of the matter―impact! It's no surprise to me that Bobby
was the one to get it done right!"―Lanny Wadkins, lead golf analyst for CBS Sports"It's great for
all golfers that someone has finally structured an instruction book around dynamic impact. Nor
does it surprise me that Bobby Clampett is the one to have done it. He is as good a student of
the game as I've ever known. What's more, he was a great player in his day, and his journey as
he struggled with his swing, as well as his experience as a commentator and observer of the
contemporary game, qualifies him more than most as a teacher to whom all interested in
improving their golf games should listen. I know I will. His unique perspective will undoubtedly
have a profound impact on the golf world for years to come."―Johnny Miller, lead golf analyst for
NBC Sports and author of I Call the Shots"Back when we were both in college, Bobby was a boy



genius in golf. For fifteen years as his colleague at CBS, I have continued to be amazed by his
comprehensive knowledge of the golf swing. He remains as erudite about the technical nuances
of the game as anyone on the planet, and I am thrilled he is now sharing his expertise with the
rest of the world!"―Jim Nantz, CBS Sports golf anchor"Bobby Clampett is a true and loyal friend
as well as one of the most knowledgeable golfing minds in the game. He has always known that
the strike is what matters most. What the swing looks like is really of no concern; the quality of
the impact between club and ball is the heart of the matter."―Tom Lehman, 1996 British Open
Champion and 2006 U.S. Ryder Cup team captain--This text refers to the paperback
edition.About the AuthorA native of Carmel, California, Bobby Clampett turned professional in
1980 after one of the finest amateur careers in American golf history. The two-time California
State Amateur Champion, World Amateur Champion, and low amateur in both the 1978 U.S.
Open and the 1979 Masters, Bobby was a two-time winner of the Fred Haskins Award while in
college at Brigham Young University. As a member of the PGA Tour, he won the 1982 Southern
Open, and in 1984 became the Tour’s youngest player to exceed $500,000 in career earnings. In
1991, he joined the CBS Sports and TNT Sports golf broadcast teams, where he continues
today. He is returning to competition while pursuing his interests in golf course architecture,
aviation, Bible Study, and charity work. He also is a sought-after speaker and host at corporate
outings and clinics. He lives with his wife and children in Raleigh, North Carolina. Andy Brumer
has written for most of golf’s major magazines, including Golf Digest, Golf Illustrated, Sports
Illustrated Golf Plus, Travel and Leisure Golf, Links Magazine, Golfweek, and others. He has
been editor of Golf Tips and Petersen’s Golfing, and is the author of the book Guide to the Golf
Revolution: How Technology Is Driving the Game and a forthcoming book of essays titled The
Poetics of Golf. He competed on the Rutgers University golf team and presently plays to a 2
handicap. He lives in Alhambra, California. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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Bobby Clampett Wishes to Dedicate this Book:To my wife, Marianna, and my mother,
Jacqueline, for their steadfast love and encouragement.ContentsIntroductionChapter
OnePutting:Dynamic #1—The Flat Left Wrist at ImpactChapter TwoChipping:Dynamic #2—The
Forward Swing Bottom (The Aiming Point Technique, and the Sand Drill)Chapter ThreeThe Pitch
Shot:Dynamic #3—LoadingChapter FourThe Full Swing:Dynamic #4—Lag and the Body Pivot
(The Golf Swing’s Workhorse)Chapter FiveThe Straight Plane Line (Through the Impact
Zone):Dynamic #5—The Guiding DynamicChapter SixThe Impact of Equipment:How Your
Equipment Can Help or Hurt Your Swing DynamicsChapter SevenMental Dynamics:Visualizing
the Golf Swing Through the Impact ZoneAcknowledgmentsIntroductionYou’ve probably heard
that the most important six inches in golf is between the ears. Though the mind unquestionably
plays a key role in the game, the most important six inches in the swing truly take place through
the Impact Zone—meaning the two inches before impact through the four inches after it. After
all, they don’t call impact the golf swing’s Moment of Truth for no reason.The Impact Zone
represents a unique golf instructional book, in that everything in it either focuses on or applies
itself to improving a golfer’s understanding and execution of impact. Even though top instructors
and players unanimously agree on proper impact’s supreme status, no one has built an
instructional book around it, until now. In other words, here, for the first time, golfers have a book
that focuses their attention on the same region of the swing on which the game’s greatest
players concentrate.But there’s something else that makes this book unique. Most of today’s golf
instruction, either in printed form or administered on the lesson tee, emphasizes swing style over
swing dynamics. By “style” I mean: Does the teacher advocate that both knees stay bent
throughout the whole swing; or should the back knee straighten at the top of the swing and the
front knee straighten at impact? How much should the head move behind the ball on the
backswing? Should golfers swing their hands into a high upright position both at the top of the
backswing and at the finish, or should the swing have a flatter or rounder look? How does the
club shaft relate to the plane? Is a weak grip better than a strong grip? Where does the toe of the
club point at the top of the swing? Does it face the sky in what is called a “closed” position, or
drop straight down in an open one? Does the body pivot swing the arms, or do the arms and
hands dictate the motion of the body’s turning action? What is the proper position of the right
arm throughout the swing? And the list goes on and on!Even advocating a slow, smooth rhythm
and tempo over a fast one is an example of style-based instructional bias. Simply put, “style”
concerns itself with a series of static, locatable positions or dots that a golfer connects through
his or her swing, while “dynamics” involves the efficient creation, storage, and application of
power to the ball via a swing whose wholeness transcends the sum of its parts.My work as a
CBS golf commentator has taught me much. I’ve been witness to the greatest golfer to ever play
the game, Tiger Woods. Even though he is only thirty as I write this, it is fair to say that no one in
the history of the game has played at his level for a ten-year period. My job requires that I study



this phenomenal player and analyze what makes him tick. Studying his game has provided me
more evidence that swing-style improvements really do not make for better golf.Case in point,
Tiger has now won major championships with three separate swing styles. In 1997 he won the
Masters by twelve strokes with a swing that was steep in the middle, the club face shut and
crossing the line at the top. In 2000 he won the U.S. Open by fifteen strokes, with a swing that
was on a more conventional plane, with a squared club face, while, in 2005, he won two major
championships with a club shaft slightly laid off, or flat, in the middle of his backswing, meaning
that it pointed slightly to the right of his ball-to-target line than would a technically on-plane
backswing. He has also worked on other swing-style changes that perhaps we’ll discuss more in
a second book. But one thing that has remained consistent in Tiger’s game is his ability to
maintain his wonderful swing dynamics. He has never replaced dynamics with style, but has
changed his style while maintaining his dynamics.While style has its place in playing good golf, it
pales in comparison with working on dynamics. In fact, when I went out on the PGA Tour in 1980
I had excellent dynamics, packaged in my own individualized style. I’m certain now, had I
continued to focus on improving those dynamics as I learned them from my childhood golf
teacher, Ben Doyle, I would have had a better playing career. Instead, I listened to too-many
style-oriented instructors, voices that were being heard everywhere on tours, men who were
popular among players, starting in the mid-1980s.These guys told me things like “You’re taking
the club back too far to the inside,” or “Your club face is too shut at the top.” One top teacher said
that my swing had “more moving parts than an erector set.” Another had the gall to tell me that I
had to “forget everything I ever learned or knew about the golf swing” before he would agree to
work with me. Talk about narrow-minded arrogance! Yet, the same scenario continually plays
itself out with average players, and, obviously, average teachers on driving ranges, golf courses,
and country clubs everywhere.My game deteriorated as my focus shifted to style changes. I
changed my grip, my stance, my backswing, and yes, even my downswing and finish. My swing
became golf’s version of connect the dots, with each dot representing a static position. My feel
for my dynamics was gone, and so was my playing career.I believe golfers will learn to strike the
ball solidly through the impact zone by developing and improving the five essential dynamics of
the golf swing that they will learn in this book. These dynamics all work together to create a
unified and whole motion. You will learn these dynamics by beginning with the putt, then
progressing to the chip, and then the pitch shot, before concluding with the full swing.Dynamic
#1: Putting: The Flat Left Wrist at Impact. You will see that, when you putt, you want to strike the
ball with a flat left wrist. This insures that the club and the left arm and wrist move at the same
pace and speed through the impact zone. A flat left wrist also provides the structure you need to
withstand the force of impact, which, while minimal when putting, becomes quite considerable
with full shots.Dynamic #2: Chipping: The Forward Swing Bottom. As you progress from the putt
to the chip, you will see that that same flat left wrist allows you to strike down and through the
ball, with a forward swing bottom whose divot is ideally four to five inches in front of the ball. As
you shall see when players achieve a successful forward swing bottom, their ball striking



improves immediately and immeasurably.Dynamic #3: Pitching: Loading the Club on the
Backswing. In order to apply power to the ball through the impact zone, you first have to
establish the physics of power on the backswing. I call this “loading,” and you create it via a
cocking of the left wrist in conjunction with the body’s backswing, or pivot coil, so that the entire
backswing is a continuous and fluid “loading” motion.Dynamic #4: Swinging: Lagging the Load
Through the Impact Zone. Once you’ve successfully loaded the club with power, you have to
preserve or store that power until the very last second, when you apply it into the ball. That
conservation process is called “lag,” and without it, good golf is virtually impossible. In short, load
your lag during the backswing, and lag your load during the downswing through the impact
zone.Dynamic #5: Swinging the Club Along a Straight Plane Line Through the Impact Zone. Golf
is a target game, therefore, you have to direct your club efficiently—now loaded with lagged
power—toward your target. In other words, you have to have all of your energy oriented in one
direction, on a straight plane line, as you swing the club through the impact zone.We will devote
a chapter to the importance of playing with the proper equipment that complements your swing
and works to maximize your swing dynamics. It will become clear that using ill-fitted gear can be
a golfer’s worst enemy, and that doing so can break down each and every one of your coveted
swing dynamics.“Mental Dynamics,” the concluding chapter, will focus on a mental approach to
golf, but not one that readers have encountered before in the countless pop psychology, self-
help, “mental game” golf books. In other words, rather than talking about developing confidence
in one’s swing, a repeating preshot routine, and a “one shot at a time” attitude, as many of these
books do, this chapter will help you visualize and mentally conceptualize all of the swing
dynamics into a unified whole, so that ultimately, you are no longer burdened with swing
“thoughts” out on the course, but have a clear picture of how to dynamically deliver the club
through the impact zone. In this chapter I will also review the five swing dynamics and how to
practice them in a time-effective, efficient, and enjoyable manner.There’s something else that’s
very exciting and unique about this book, and that is our use of the extremely slow motion Swing
Vision camera, the one that you see on our CBS telecasts capturing the swings of PGA Tour
players through the impact zone. We were able to convert the video to still images, and the
information these pictures reveal is as astounding as it is instructional. Even if there have been
similar photos of impact transferred from video, no book has visually explored the impact zone of
the world’s greatest players as closely and authentically as this one.Among the things you will
see is that the overwhelming majority of these great players strike slightly down on the ball
through the impact zone with their drivers. You’ll also see that their swing bottoms, with irons and
woods, fall a good four inches in front of the ball.The dialog, which I’ve presented as a duel
between style and dynamics, is anything but new. Think about Jack Nicklaus’s swing, which the
stylists ridiculed when he arrived on tour, because of its unconventional flying right elbow. Lee
Trevino, considered along with Ben Hogan as the modern game’s premier ball striker, had a
thoroughly unorthodox and original swing. While the golf pundits said that no one else should
ever try to copy Lee’s swing, today one that mirrors his swing, i.e., with a backswing outside of



the line and a downswing looped back to the inside, has become the conventional way most tour
pros play, and how many top teachers teach the swing. It obviously took some time before the
golf experts saw past Lee’s style and into the heart of his fabulous dynamics!There’s more.
Corey Pavin and Johnny Miller had very weak grips, Hubert Green and Fuzzy Zoeller had very
low hands at address, while Mo Norman and Wayne Levi had their hands so high at address that
their left wrists were completely level, if not a little arched down. Numerous players, such as
Kenny Perry, Jay Haas, Michelle Wie, Hale Irwin, Corey Pavin, and Johnny Miller, set and load
the club early on the backswing. Greats like Nicklaus and the late Payne Stewart had a very late
backswing set and load, while innumerable stars, Tiger Woods, Greg Norman, and Annika
Sorenstam among them, set and load gradually, at different points in their backswings.With all of
this in mind, I’d like to tell you a story about my own experimentation, and a dynamic discovery
from which the idea for this book sprung. It was late in 1980. I had just turned pro and began
playing on the PGA Tour, when, suddenly, I found that I had inexplicably lost that wonderful
feeling of hitting a perfectly struck golf shot. As my distance and accuracy decreased, I knew
instinctively that I’d have to find a way to return to the simple basics in executing the
fundamentals of hitting the ball solidly. I had read somewhere that when Ben Hogan struggled
with his game (yes, even Hogan struggled!), he would go into a room and sit all day alone with a
golf club in his hand and just think about what was wrong with his swing. My sanctuary for
thought turned out to be a secluded corner on the grounds at Pinehurst, in North Carolina, not
far from where I now live, during a tournament called the Hall of Fame Classic. There, all alone
among a shady grove of pine trees, out of sight from my fellow tour pros, I began making
practice swings with a 5-iron, and without a ball, down and through the sandy soil.After several
swings I began to notice that my divots, taken out of Pinehurst’s soft and sandy soil, began either
right where I would have positioned my ball or a little behind that spot. The latter was a bright red
flag of warning, which immediately told me that I wasn’t catching the ball with a proper
descending blow. In other words, I was hitting the turf just prior to the ball at impact, and
because the club immediately began to swing up and in, right after reaching the low or bottom
point of its arc, I was losing both power and control on my actual shots.So, I returned right then
and there to the aiming point concept that I had learned from Homer Kelley’s The Golfing
Machine, as Ben Doyle taught it to me on the range at Quail Lodge in Carmel Valley, California.
In fact, several of the concepts and fundamentals I discuss in this book come from that book,
and I owe it, and Ben, a public acknowledgment and a nod of gratitude.This “aiming point”
technique involves drawing an imaginary line from the hands, at the top of the backswing, to a
point in front of the ball along the ball-to-target line, which, in fact, forms the Fifth Dynamic, “The
Straight Plane Line.” As the backswing transitions to the downswing, the golfer directs or “aims”
his or her hands, not at the ball, but at that point in front of the ball.Just a swing or two using the
aiming point technique moved my divots instantly forward, and, with a blend of relief and hopeful
anticipation, I headed back to the practice range and began applying the technique to hitting real
balls.I immediately struck the ball more solidly than I had been in the previous weeks, but what I



really found exhilarating was the accompanying sensation of unencumbered freedom and speed
with which my club swung through the ball, all the way to the finish of the swing. I noticed the
bottom or deepest points of my divots now lay four to five inches in front of the ball, with the divot
starting at or slightly in front of the ball every time. Though this occurred at the tail end of the
1980 season, this finding proved to be my launchpad for the 1981 season. It was no wonder that
I finished in the top twenty on the PGA Tour money list those two seasons. Learning to strike the
ball first this way, with an on-plane club path that continues downward and forward after impact,
will form the cornerstone on which this book is based.Unfortunately, though I had righted my
listing ship via the sand drill, I nevertheless (and, perhaps, unknowingly) contracted that germ,
on tour known as “rabbit ears,” which compels championship-level golfers to distrust their
instincts and listen to any ruddy-faced, gold-braceleted teaching pro with even a modicum of a
reputation—someone who, with the swagger of a used car salesman, tries to convince you that
he will improve your swing. So I snatched defeat out of the jaws of victory—and began “working”
with several of these pros; and I saw my dynamics fade away again, along with the improvement
I had achieved from my drills in the sand. In my pursuit of improving my swing style, I lost sight of
my dynamics and fell into that deep chasm of missed cuts and return visits to qualifying school.It
wasn’t until I decided to stop playing the tour full-time, after the 1995 PGA Tour season, that my
body’s muscles were able to fully relax and regain the knowledge that I had regrettably tossed
overboard. I quit golf completely for eighteen months so that my muscle memory would forget
the poor swing habits I had developed. Slowly, I began to regain trust in my previous conviction
that upgraded swing dynamics represented the key to my regaining that form.Indeed, I had
come full circle, and the fruits of that journey ripened in 2000, when I qualified for the U.S. Open
at Pebble Beach, finished the first round in fourth place, and wound up in thirty-seventh place at
the end of the event. In 2005 I shot 67 in a U.S. Open qualifying round, and were it not for my
fabulous job at CBS Sports broadcasting golf on TV, I’d certainly have increased my playing
ambitions beyond U.S. Open–qualifying and occasional PGA and European tour events. The
point is that I have finally recovered my swing dynamics, and my reinstated, four-inch forward
swing bottom is its distinctive signature.In fact, I have become so enthusiastic over the prospect
of helping all golfers to move their swing bottoms four inches forward of the ball, that I did a little
detective work just to provide readers with some indisputable evidence that this is indeed an
idea whose time has come. My partner in eradicating this crime of insufficiently-forward swing
bottoms was my godson Landon Wiggs, a high school student in Raleigh, North Carolina, whom
I contracted to conduct a random study of amateur golfers of varying ages and abilities, of both
sexes. The objective was to measure their swing bottom and compare it to their handicap. If what
I am saying is true, then the more forward one’s swing bottom, the better they should play
golf.Landon spent several days over the period of a couple of months compiling a random
sample of golfers on the driving range of the Lochmere Golf Club in Cary, North Carolina, a semi-
private golf course near Raleigh. Ages ranged from fourteen to midseventies, and each golfer
was asked to hit five balls with their 7-iron. The balls were placed in the middle of a line on the



grass and the divots taken were evaluated in terms their distance in front of this line.
Measurements were taken from the line to the deepest portion of the divot, i.e., the low, or
bottom, point of each swing’s arc. The best and the worst of the five were thrown out, meaning
that only the middle three were measured, then an average of everyone’s middle three was
taken. The results were amazing, and, I believe, are proof positive that there’s a direct correlation
between one’s handicap or general ability to play the game well and one’s swing-bottom
location, either behind, directly at, or in front of the ball.The results are shown in the table shown
here. The swing-bottom numbers are in inches.The average swing bottom of a PGA Tour
professional is four inches in front of the ball, and that is a dramatic differential that exists
between them and most amateurs. In fact, the really high-handicap golfers’ swing bottoms fall
nearly one foot behind the swing bottoms of the pros. How could these amateur players ever hit
a solid shot, even off a really high tee? Consider not only the huge loss of power, and of
accuracy and consistency, when the golf club bottoms out into the ground well behind the ball,
then bounces into the ball on an upward and erratic swing path.No wonder there are so many
frustrated golfers quitting the game every year. What’s more, how much help are golfers really
getting through technical advances, new equipment, traditional swing instruction, mental
coaching, etc.? If we could somehow change the way the game is taught, and begin working
from the ground up with a focus of the golfers’ swing dynamics, and with the goal of moving their
swing bottoms four inches in front of the ball, we could begin to make some real progress—
progress that would both grow the game and make it immeasurably more enjoyable for those
already hooked on playing it.Let’s look at the numbers a little more closely. With the approximate
range of handicaps (forty strokes) and a range of swing bottoms of nine inches between the pros
and the high-handicap amateurs, one can deduce that a golfer will reduce his or her average
score by four strokes for every forward inch of improvement made on the swing bottom. I’ve
found that in giving a person a fifteen-to-thirty minute lesson that focuses on moving their swing
bottoms forward, I can usually improve that swing bottom (i.e., move it forward) by one to three
inches. That’s four to twelve strokes per round of improvement in less than thirty minutes!These
are the kinds of results for which teaching pros have been searching for years. And reading,
studying, and practicing the material presented in this book practically guarantees them. In other
words, hope for better golf lies right at your feet, just four inches in front of the ball, to be exact! It
is with this optimistic spirit, and the conviction that by improving one’s swing dynamics you can
improve your game more quickly and soundly than ever before, that I invite you to step with me
into The Impact Zone.Chapter OnePutting: Dynamic #1—The Flat Left Wrist at ImpactThe
teaching method used in this book mirrors the one employed by the late, legendary instructor
Harvey Penick to teach his young student Ben Crenshaw how to play golf. Harvey taught Ben
the game’s short shots and small swings first, meaning putts, chip shots, and pitches, before
moving his future hall of famer on to the irons and woods. In other words, Crenshaw, Tom Kite,
and the countless other golfers Mr. Penick taught, learned the game from the green back to the
tee, and not the other way around, as most golf pros teach the game today.My first teacher was



Lee Martin, who first taught me to play when I was ten. Lee didn’t specifically start me off with
the short game, but he did instill in me the importance of developing one as quickly as possible.
He did this by giving me daily assignments, to work on my putting, chipping, pitching, and
bunker play at the little chipping green that was located next to the first tee at our beautiful
course, Carmel Valley Golf and Country Club, which is now called The Quail Lodge Golf Club, in
Carmel Valley, California, just a few miles from Pebble Beach.Soon, the better-playing members
at my club, such as John Roberts, would stop by and join me in practice. It was not uncommon
for Mr. Roberts (who had been a member of Sciota Country Club in Columbus, Ohio, and
watched a promising young junior there named Jack Nicklaus grow up and develop his
extraordinary skills) and I to practice for two or three hours on the short game alone. We had a
running bet to see who could make a string of the longest running consecutive up and downs
from the practice bunker. We would carry a separate bet onto the course and keep tabs on
consecutive up and downs from the bunkers. I remember Mr. Roberts once telling me his tally
reached the midthirties. Mine never made it past the teens, but I thought that was pretty good at
that time.When minitour players, such as Mark Rolfing, now a golf commentator for NBC Sports,
and the now-well-known teaching pro, Jim McLean, came by, we all would have some fun
practicing together. I can recall many contests Jim and I would have. I could handle Mr. Roberts
pretty regularly by the time I reached fourteen years old, but Jim beat me like a drum. Yet, I
gleaned much from watching good players like Jim and Mark. These types of positive
relationships helped develop a joy and a purpose when practicing (both the long and the short
shots) that I still feel today whenever I work on my game.When I was fourteen and a freshman at
the Robert Louis Stevenson School in Pebble Beach, California, the athletic director, Wally
Goodwin (who later became the golf coach at Stanford, where he recruited a pretty good junior
named Tiger Woods), asked me to be his partner in the Northern California Best-Ball
Championship, played on one of our school’s home courses, the legendary Spyglass Hill.In the
opening round I shot an even-par-72, while hitting only six greens in regulation. I couldn’t even
reach many of the par-4s, such as holes number six, nine, and thirteen, in two shots, though that
round alone seemed to have developed my reputation as one of those players to watch on and
around the greens. Those who knew me then were never surprised to see me in the top twenty
on the PGA Tour money list in my first two years on tour, and my well-practiced short game as a
youngster had a lot to do with my early success as a pro.The reason our book begins with the
short game strokes is that the fundamentals of the putt, chip, and pitch shots are the same as
those of full swing shots with the irons, metalwood shots, and the driver. Yet, because of their
abbreviated length and the relative slow speed at which they are executed, the short game
swings are much simpler to learn. Mastering the short game shots forms a foundation on which
golfers can build dynamically sound full swings.We are beginning specifically with putting,
because the putting stroke takes place exclusively through the impact zone, i.e., it doesn’t
require a full backswing, nor a through swing or body pivot. Learning a fundamentally sound golf
swing by starting with putting, reflects my belief that the simpler we can make the game, the



better off all golfers will be.As we said in the introduction, The Impact Zone will also emphasize
dynamics over style. So let’s get started with putting, by introducing Dynamic Number One, the
Flat Left Wrist at Impact, which will initiate our step-by-step, building block approach to learning
each of golf’s five dynamics, as they progress to chipping, pitching, and finally the full swing.The
first law of Dynamic Number One is, regardless of the length of shot you are playing, you must
arrive at impact with a flat left wrist. Look at these photographs of me at impact, while hitting a
wedge and a driver. Note in each picture how the left wrist is flat and how the club has a forward
lean of the club shaft (though the angle of forward lean varies according to the shot).Let’s now
turn your attention to putting, while keeping in mind that this chapter will not serve as an all-
encompassing commentary on putting. Rather, it will focus on putting from the perspective of the
first dynamic, which will set the tone for you to develop your whole golf game and swing,
dynamic by dynamic. I could write a book on putting alone.Note that at impact my left wrist is flat
and the shaft leans forward on both a wedge and a driver shot. (Photos by Kerry
Corcoran.)There have been many great putters throughout the history of the game and virtually
all of them have exhibited widely different styles. Isao Aoki from Japan, for instance, simply
hinges his wrists back and forth, picks the putter head up, and almost chops down into the ball
with a putting stroke that resembles a chip shot. South African Bobby Locke used to, and
countryman Gary Player still does putt with a closed stance. Locke aimed right, hooded his
putter blade left, and imparted hook spin on his putts. Jack Nicklaus putts with an open stance
and moves his right arm straight down the line of the putt, like a piston. Ben Crenshaw blends his
shoulder, arm, and hand motions into a fluid and graceful stroke that gradually opens the putter’s
face on the backstroke then closes it after striking the ball.Because the rules of golf allow for so
many different putting methods, stroking the ball on the green into the hole has become a true
art form. For example, the long putter, used today by Bernhard Langer and LPGA player Beth
Daniel, among others, has golfers pinch the top of the putter grip with the thumb and forefinger
of the left hand, which stays pinned in a stationary fashion against the chest. This allows them to
stroke the putter shaft and head back and through the ball with the right hand alone, in a
pendulum fashion. Conversely, the newly developed, so-called “claw” grip, employed effectively
by Chris DiMarco, Mark Calcavecchia, and countless others, removes the right hand almost
completely off the club, which means that the left hand plays a bigger role in stroking the putter
back and through.Let’s not forget about the belly putter, also a relatively new method of putting,
which roots a longer-than-standard putter into the golfer’s navel in order to stabilize the stroke.
Fred Couples, known for his folksy, no-nonsense approach to golf, has applied the cross-handed
grip with the belly putter method, in a hybrid style that has improved his putting considerably. So,
I’m conceding that any style of putting that gets the ball into the hole on the most consistent
basis is the one you should adopt.Now let’s work on a three-foot putt.Dynamic Number One, a
Flat Left Wrist, assures (and requires) that your left arm, the back of your left wrist, and the putter
shaft form a straight line when you contact the ball. Even on a short putt like this one, which
obviously doesn’t involve or require a great deal of club head speed, you still generate a



significant amount of force when your putter head collides with the ball. Therefore, you need a
structurally sound and solid impact position to absorb this blow and to impart energy into the ball
in an efficient, consistent, and controlled manner. A flat left wrist at impact provides this for you,
and, as I’ve said (and will repeatedly emphasize), it is the number-one, key alignment for hitting
solid golf shots, from the putt to the drive.Here’s a little exercise that will let you both see and
sense what a flat left wrist feels like: Take the back of your left hand and lay it flush against a wall.
Notice how the back of the hand, wrist, and forearm create, or lie on, a flat, straight plane. Now,
remove your arm from the wall and take your normal putting grip on your putter, keeping this
straight line between your left arm, the back of your left wrist, and the putter shaft. Extend your
arm directly in front of you, so that the club shaft is horizontal to the ground, and you will clearly
see this arm/wrist/shaft straight-line configuration. Now simply lower the club to the ground and
maneuver yourself into your normal, comfortable putting stance, and you will be in a solid putting
setup position. Note that your left hand grip will be considerably weaker (turned to the left) on
your putter than when gripping other clubs for full shots.Because the length of the putting stroke
is so short, you don’t have time to release the club into a flat left wrist position through the impact
zone, as you do on fuller or longer swings. That’s why you want a flat left wrist in the impact
position, right from the address when putting—again, with the left arm and club shaft forming a
straight line down from the left shoulder. In other words, when putting, your impact and address
positions are one and the same.This is a close-up on my putting grip. (Photo by Kerry
Corcoran.)To assure that you indeed do have a flat left wrist alignment at address, I want your
hands positioned slightly forward of the ball, which will tilt or lean the club shaft slightly forward
as well. I’ve found that positioning the ball two or three inches behind my left heel comfortably
creates both a flat left wrist alignment and a forward-leaning club shaft angle at address. You can
go as far back with your ball position as the middle of your stance, but any farther forward than,
say, two inches behind your left heel position will tend to bend, or cup, your left wrist backwards,
as you swing the club head through to reach the ball at impact—and that’s the opposite of what
you are trying to achieve.Here’s another exercise that clearly illustrates the problem with an
excessively forward ball position when putting. From a correct address and impact flat left wrist
position, without moving your arms, swing your putter head forward toward your target with your
wrists alone. You can see that, as the putter head moves forward, the shaft tilts back and your
left wrist cups or bends as well. This kind of breakdown of the flat left wrist is the number-one
error golfers make, not only with putting, but with chipping, pitching, and on the full swing. It is
the principal culprit that destroys a dynamic impact position and a dynamic swing. I’ve asked you
to do this little exercise, because feeling what is incorrect vis-a-vis proper technique can help us
engrain in ourselves the proper golf fundamentals. Jack Nicklaus has written about how, on the
practice range, he would at times purposely swing with faulty fundamentals, to more fully
distinguish the feel of good mechanics from bad ones.I think it’s worth pointing out that two of
the three styles of putting I mentioned above emphasize the important role of the flat left wrist at
impact when putting, albeit in slightly disguised ways. The long putting method eliminates the



possibility of the left wrist breaking down at impact by all but removing the left hand from the
club. The claw grip adopts the complete opposite strategy to achieve the same goal. It takes the
right hand off the club, which allows the left wrist to remain flat throughout the stroke, without any
interference from an overly active right hand.Here I am making a full putting stroke. Note my ball
position, about three inches rearward of my left heel, my flat left wrist at impact, and how the
putter shaft and my left arm and wrist remain in a straight line throughout the stroke. (Photos by
Kerry Corcoran.)Note in the pictures above how I start with a flat left wrist at address and
maintain the flat left wrist through to the finish, and hold it until the putt drops! (Photos by Kerry
Corcoran.)Let’s return to making a dynamic putting stroke using the conventional putting grip,
with the right hand below the left on the club (for right-handed putters, of course). Now, with your
left wrist flat, and the putter shaft and your left wrist and arm all in a straight line, maintain this
alignment as you gently rock your shoulders up and down, to make a short backstroke and an
accelerating through stroke without moving your body. Think of your arms and shoulders as a
triangle that must be kept intact as you rock your shoulders. When stroking the ball, make sure
that you maintain the natural bend in the back of your right wrist, well into the follow-through of
your stroke. In fact, a bent right wrist and a flat left wrist go hand in hand (no pun
intended!).Unfortunately, the converse is equally true, because, as soon as you begin to
straighten or flatten your right wrist during the stroke, your left wrist loses its flatness and
immediately begins to bend. Increasing the bend in the right wrist a little on the backstroke will
facilitate being able to sustain a flat left wrist on the through stroke. This more sophisticated
move in the putting stroke is one that Loren Roberts, “The Boss of the Moss,” executes
beautifully. He calls this part of his stroke “the little lag move,” and, as we’ll see, lag is our fourth
swing dynamic.Whether or not you increase the bend in your right wrist on the backstroke, the
task in putting is to maintain a flat left wrist and a bent right wrist throughout the entire
stroke.Here’s an important grip tip that will help you sustain a flat left wrist through the entire
putting stroke, including, of course, the impact zone: Add a little extra pressure in the last three
fingers of your left hand, and monitor that pressure, so that it remains constant through the entire
stroke.Your left wrist actually dictates the movement of the putter face and controls the face
angle during the stroke, so keeping it flat through impact assures that you will strike the ball with
the putter face squarely looking down your intended line. The golf swing functions as a simple
machine, and the less moving parts in the machine, the less that can go wrong with your shots.
By keeping a flat left wrist when putting, you reduce the number of the machine’s moving
parts.Let’s look a little more closely at what specifically goes wrong with the putting stroke when
the flat left wrist at impact breaks down into a bent or cupped one. First of all, a left wrist that
breaks down during the stroke changes the acceleration of the putter, just as it alters the
pressure in your grip. A flat left wrist ensures that the putter head and face move at the same rate
of speed as the left hand and arm. A cupped left wrist moves the bottom of your putter’s swing
rearward, and, as it does, it changes the alignment of the club face at impact. In other words, the
act of breaking down the flat left wrist during the stroke automatically introduces elements of



inconsistency in the stroke, each with its own problem, and each adding up to poor putting. So,
let’s get rid of all of these problems by establishing a flat left wrist at address, and maintaining it
through the backstroke and through the impact zone.
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Carlos Dunning, “A Fascinating Theory and Fascinating History of Golf. With this book, Bobby
Clampett has added a valuable chapter to the history of the development of teaching and
understanding the golf swing. Bobby takes the reader through the mechanics step by step, and
at the same time adds plenty of engrossing anecdotes about the people and events involved in
his development as a golf professional. This book is a valuable addition to any golfer's library. I
could not recommend it any higher. (At one point my index was a little under 10, but now, 20
years later, I don't bother keeping score.)”

David J Nesbit, “Last link in your golf game..... It really is the last link in the journey to better golf -
and one which I have never actually seen explained or taught anywhere.. Most of us have
mastered some sort of swing. This book explains how to transfer your own swing motion into the
impact zone - the zone where you actually hit the ball. After several range sessions using the 5
swing dynamics my ball impact has improved out of sight. To give you all some idea for
comparison I'm 58 and have been playing for almost 2 years. I generally shoot low 40's for 9
holes on a decent day. The techniques taught in this book have made my ball impacts much
more consistent and dynamic. I have gained elevation and distance. I pretty much devoured the
book in a day and also bought the associated videos from Bobby's web site. For less than the
price of a 1 hour lesson it was the best golf investment I have made. Highly recommended.”

Gymbeaux, “Proof is in the results!. I knew from the very first couple of pages that I had hold of
something very special. I have been playing golf for 50 years and upon completing the book felt
I had a complete understanding of what was vitally important in the golf swing. I have read the
book twice. The proof, however, is in the results. My handicap was, past tense, a 12 before the
book. After the book I knew I was striking the ball so much better but my scores did not reflect it.
I was also playing a course that had out of bounds and/or water on almost every hole so straying
is hazardous to your score. Then it all started to click. My scores before the book were 85 to 92;
since my second reading, 76 to 81. The real proof came yesterday when I played a rain soaked
course with huge standing pools of water every where. The ground was like playing off a
spounge. I did not mis-hit one shot in 18 holes using Bobby Clampett's teachings from the book
and shot a 78. Books and training are useless unless you can take it to the course and apply it.
Applying Clampett's techniques is easy and very rewarding.”

Danattherock, “Buy it now if you want to understand lag (among many other things). My original
review is below, this is an addition. There is a dvd set "The Impact Zone" now available. Go to
Bobby's website for more info and a link to where you can buy it. This book took me to the next
level. Bought the dvds this morning. Also ordered a Tour Striker Pro (training club) that teaches
you to have hands forward of the clubhead at impact. This trio (book, dvds, Tour Striker) is very
promising. Perfect items that all compliment each other.The chapter on lag was more than worth



the price of this book. Never have I found so much info on this largely misunderstood aspect of
the golf swing. Lag is vital and upon discovering it, and the concept that the hands are ahead of
the clubhead at impact, my golf game improved significantly. Bobby had his moment of clarity
playing in Pinehurst nearby his home in Raleigh. He put it to paper in the form of this book and
this book stands out from the other golf books I have bought in a big way. Wish I had heard of it
years ago. Top shelf read for anyone looking to improve their golf swing.”

R. Klein, “A nice addition to a golfers library. After one gets their swing into a close approximation
of a decent swing, this book will help with the final and most determinative swing element, the
impact itself and the dynamics engaged by feeling the pull of the club down and through the
impact zone. In developing this action, he very clearly addresses tempo, grip, wrist angle and
release and most important, a forward swing bottom, which all play a role in a proper dynamic
swing.Like most books on golf, it could have been condensed into a much much smaller size
and still get the same points across, but this would have removed the chit chat that fans really
like from professional golfers. Clampart does not disappoint in this area. It is both an instructive
and enjoyable read.”

Rob, “Better Ball Striking. Helped me to start compressing and striking the ball better. When my
swing goes awry, I can usually point to one of these five dynamics to understand what needs to
be corrected. There was one section in the book that talked about float loading at transition
(rather than beginning the early casting of the club) that resonated and has helped my swing
immensely. Float loading is controversial, but as a long time caster of the club, this is the only
thing that successfully fixed my early casting.”

MT Nester, “A cornerstone book.. The Impact Zone guides you to focus on five 'dynamics' (swing
principals) amidst the thousands of things you could be concerned about in your golf swing. In
my opinion, this is a book for someone that has played for a while and is seeking to improve their
ball striking. As with any golf book, you will need to think about the material presented, practice
it and work through not having Mr. Clampett standing on the practice tee with you. That being
said, the five dyanamics are presented in a logical, clear and usable way that should fit many
different swing styles. I'm a one plane swing golfer, and this book has definitely helped me. I
have more golf books than I care to admit to, and I think that The Impact Zone is a 'cornerstone'
book, one of the best.”

Bob P, “Great book. Within the short period of time that I purchased this book I have improved
the impacts on both my chipping and pitching. My putting has improved considerably just from
recognizing one sentence within this book on putting. I realize I still have much more improving
for my golf game and that it takes time to get it done right. Anyone that would give this book a
low rating has a lot to learn about golf. Thank you MR. CLAMPETT  for this great book.”



SAM78, “This might just be the light bulb moment some of you are looking for. I wouldn't say this
book is aimed at the complete beginner but for the golfer who has been playing a while and who
is looking for that one light bulb moment this may well be the book that switches it on. I play off
18, I've been playing off 18 for 3 years now and just can't seem to break it. In that time I've been
to 6 different PGA professionals for lessons. Every single one of them and everyone I've ever
had the pleasure of playing golf with in my adult life has told me that I have a great looking swing.
I kept thinking to myself - if I have such an amazing looking swing why am I still stuck with a
handicap of 18?! The PGA professionals I've been to all teach the golf swing exactly like Booby
Clampett describes in the book - positions over dynamics. I got the book yesterday and read the
first 4 chapters during my lunch break, made some bullet points from those chapters and
applied it to my round last night... I shot 7 over par. I'm not saying this book is the key to
everyone's golf but it appears that it may well be the final piece of my golf puzzle. The proof will
be if I can repeat that again tonight but all I will say is that I've never shot 7 over par in my life
even on my best days. I don’t think it’s simply a coincidence that I shot 7 over par for the first time
after reading some chapters of this book I just purchased. Good luck to you if you decide to
invest in this book.”

A RACE, “A light on the way to self improvement. This book would benefit anyone seeking
improvement.Follow Bobby,s teachings and learn how to improve yourself and make the most of
practice.”

The book by Bobby Clampett has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 403 people have provided feedback.
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